IIHF RESOURCES &
ASSISTANCE TO MNAS
"THE STRENGTH OF THE TEAM IS EACH INDIVIDUAL MEMBER.
THE STRENGTH OF EACH MEMBER IS THE TEAM." – PHIL JACKSON
IIHF OFFICE
The IIHF’s role as the headquarters, that was discussed above, implies staying on top of optimizing and modernizing its
operations, keeping up to date with the latest advancements and implementing innovations.
By conducting an inventory of our resources and assets we will identify areas where we underperform and need improvement,
how we can better share our vast knowledge and expertise, increase practical assistance and guidance to the Membership.
Right balance between strengthening the IIHF inhouse resources and outsourcing specific activities
to experts and part-time consultants.

Introduction of the Chief Development & Innovation Officer
position to reflect our focus on growing the sport on and off the ice.
Responsibilities would include:

focus stays on core operations while the best
quality of services is ensured
advanced expertise in marketing and media in
order to be able to give our team the tools to bring
in new sponsors with the goal of developing and
making our products more attractive

laying out a basic long-term overall strategy for on-ice
development, as well as in other areas (sport, recruitment and
retention, marketing, media, content production, technology,
equipment, infrastructure, etc.). This shall then be adjusted for
individual MNAs needs and circumstances.

services of part-time consultants and outsourcing
- with consideration for value for money - to ensure
rational use of funds for the benefit of MNAs and
the IIHF (e.g. selecting IT-services from more
cost-efficient markets)
Besides managing finances more reasonably, we
will be able to secure the best candidates who
won’t have to change their permanent residence
utilization of the latest technologies and top
software, provided to MNAs
IIHF office and operations should reflect the
organization’s international identity more, e.g.
currently there are too few staffers who have
actually had the experience of working in an
MNA

establishing a team of (non-employee) experts travelling to
MNAs and IIHF competitions to run on-site education and
transfer of knowledge programs, and workshops
introduction of Development Supervisors (similar to our
Medical Supervisors and Result Managers) travelling to
events and conducting development activities on site. On a
case-by-case basis, it will be determined which area of
expertise (on or off the ice) is to be covered at which event. For
example, there are so many capable young talents among fans
and the hockey community who produce quality content
(YouTube videos, Tiktok clips, etc.). Attracting these people to
teach our MNAs how to produce such material for further
promotional use will greatly help every participating country to
communicate with their fans. We have great examples of such
content production among our membership. It is now for the
IIHF to become a leader in it, learning from the best
examples and eventually teaching all MNAs.

IIHF RESOURCES &
ASSISTANCE TO MNAS
IIHF CONGRESSES
Our great tradition of meeting all together twice a year in one place should be turned into a real platform for open
dialogue, meaningful debate and learning opportunities:
active participation by expressing differing
opinions, raising questions, making proposals,
searching for answers

expansion of surrounding events, such as themebased education workshops and stations ,
exhibitions

engagement of Delegates to share their knowledge
from professional activities outside ice hockey

regular evaluations of the progress being made

invitation of guest speakers and high-profile
experts in different fields to broaden our vision and
see a different perspective
more opportunities for networking with service
providers, suppliers and sponsors, such as
manufacturers of newest technologies like AI cameras
who will showcase their products to MNAs, in their
turn the IIHF and MNAs will get financially beneficial
deals acting as a big customer group
implementation of good governance principles
when Delegates take informed decisions on the
future of ice hockey after a comprehensive review
use of direct democracy principles more often (e.g.
remember the surveying process at Copenhagen
Annual Congress in 2018)

cutting down on unnecessary hour-long
procedures, such as listing all countries from each
division verbally or all the ‘No Remarks’ reports.
Instead, new formats of reporting shall be
implemented. For instance, Regional VPs provide
summarized information on all events hosted in their
areas during the past season in an interview-style
session and accompanied by properly prepared
reports and video-clips highlighting special moments
and achievements on and off the ice. After all, host
countries dedicate so much effort and time for
successful organization and we should celebrate it
more with emotional highlight videos and clear reports.
For example, I was impressed by the merchandise
program at WW IIA in Dumfries, UK, the entertainment
shows in Mexico and fan engagement programs in
Ukraine at junior events in front of great crowds.

Adopting best practices and approaches from successful SportAccord and the International Federation (IF)
Forum will increase the efficiency of Congresses and allow us all to come back home better equipped and trained
to grow the game domestically. We need to improve how the knowledge, accumulated by the IIHF through
interaction with the aforementioned and other leading organizations, is shared with our stakeholders

IIHF RESOURCES
& ASSISTANCE TO MNAS
CENTRALIZED APPROACH

REGIONAL CENTERS

Big contracts with specialized companies (in PR,
marketing, web-design, software, etc.) make it
considerably cheaper to secure top quality services
to be used by all:

Establishment of regional development centers
and academies

wise use of finances
centrally developed web-sites for MNAs
wishing to improve their online presence

implementation of long-term programs tailored
with consideration for specific situations and
particular needs of countries or regions

creation of a unified look and feel while
showing the national identity of each MNA

involvement of IIHF-certified experts and
regional consultants travelling to MNAs for an
agreed period of time and educating local
specialists to have a longer-lasting impact

increased brand awareness of both the
MNA and IIHF

outreach to larger numbers of participants,
including players, coaches, supporting staff, etc.

statistics system
unified system for registration of ice hockey
players
database of player profiles and results

IIHF has an active and meaningful presence and
makes necessary adjustments based on interim
results and feedback
increased interest from local authorities and
sponsors, partnership assistance with creating
and running such centers, similar to how it is
being done at World Athletics

Cooperation with universities, online course and education platforms, business schools
Network of forums & exhibitions with annual passes
Reformed committees & taskforces

IIHF RESOURCES
& ASSISTANCE TO MNAS
CREATION OF ICE HOCKEY CLOUD. ALL IN ONE
Maybe together with Amazon as the biggest
company for cloud business.
There is a plethora of knowledge and materials
(e-print, video, educational resources, etc.) out
there. Aside from the rapidly evolving ice hockey
industry, including analytics and all kinds of
products and technologies.
However, there is no overview, no single platform,
that allows the whole ice hockey world to connect,
including with businesses and suppliers.Thus, our
MNAs often produce the same material (e.g., kids
explain hockey to kids videos, referee recruitment
clips, etc.) and keep searching for the same
providers of ice hockey innovation. All this without
knowing that others are doing the same, and are
trying to achieve knowledge, create know-how
which somebody has already achieved and
created.
There is a lot out there, all waiting to be shared
for the benefit of all. If we do that, the whole ice
hockey system will start growing quicker.

IIHF REVIEWS OF MNAS
comprehensive understanding and assessment of the situation in each MNA, their
challenges
overview of common problems, tendencies,
needs and goals
vital for the IIHF long-term development plan
and its adjustment
identification of best practices and
initiatives to be shared with other MNAs

CONTEST AND REWARD SYSTEM
MNAs to be recognized and rewarded for
well-developed and well-implemented
initiatives and programs
co-financing of special projects (revival of
the Growing the Game Fund on a larger scale)
encouragement and motivation for continuing
hard work, staying pro-active & creative

IIHF RESOURCES
& ASSISTANCE TO MNAS
IIHF LEADERSHIP

YOUTH ADVISORY GROUP

IIHF Leadership representatives to travel to developing MNAs and lower division competitions more often

How can you better understand the youth of
today than by listening to them directly?
I certainly think it would help us greatly to keep up
with the latest trends and not miss out on new
opportunities by hearing the youth tell us what they
think about our social media activities or how to make
the game, and its presentation more attractive, to
name but a few examples.

meetings with governments and local
authorities to assist MNAs to secure more
recognition, support and resources

gaining first-hand knowledge of the MNA “state
of affairs” and understanding of how it can be
assisted

Such meetings will definitely raise awareness
about the challenges that MNAs are facing and
that prevent them from making the next step,
like availability of the needed infrastructure and
facilities, which is vital for development and
requires governmental investments. Who
knows, maybe our fellow-MNA Ireland will
finally get their rink back and be able to return to
the Championship Program?

IIHF Council meetings to be conducted in
established and developing MNAs alike

Besides meetings with governments, negotiations on a higher level can be initiated to help
our MNAs, so that they can join and benefit from
more global projects, like the European Union
funding programs or similar ones in Asia, Africa,
Americas. All this in close cooperation with the
IIHF as the provider of necessary guidelines,
technological solutions and expertise.

Increased involvement of IIHF Vice
Presidents in overseeing ice hockey
development in their regions and providing
assistance to MNAs:
regular reports at IIHF Congress, Council
meetings
giving more say to respective MNAs in
electing their regional representative

national contest in cooperation with schools,
universities, the whole ice hockey community to
identify young talent for MNAs
international competition where the best
nationally-selected candidates will work on
cases and projects and submit their proposals
final election of the Youth Advisory Group
members who will provide the IIHF Membership
with the perspective of younger audiences, their
creative ideas and innovative solutions
preparation of the next generation of capable and
talented young leaders who will contribute to our
growth in the local markets and internationally

SHARING IS CARING AND VICE VERSA
IT WILL MAKE OUR SPORT STRONGER GLOBALLY, IF WE STAY COMMITTED TO GROWING IT REGIONALLY

